Introducing Vocabulary A-Z!

Connecting Vocabulary, Spelling, and Phonics Instruction to Online Student Practice

Vocabulary A-Z is a digital solution for helping K–5 students build vocabulary, spelling, and phonics skills, and increase reading comprehension. Teachers can choose from premade and customizable word lists to easily connect word study to current topics of study, core reading series, or Learning A-Z resources. They can then assign printable or digital lessons to students for differentiated independent practice. Students love completing the online and mobile game-based activities! Teachers benefit from activity and assessment reports that inform instruction.

Key Features

- **Premade and custom word lists** make it easy to connect instruction to current topics of study, reading series, or Learning A-Z resources.

- **Digital assignments** enable teachers to differentiate lessons for independent practice.

- **Online game-based activities** dynamically incorporate assigned lists and motivate students to practice vocabulary, spelling, and phonics at home.

- **Activity and assignment reports** provide valuable data to inform instruction.

- **Printable, auto-generated five-day lesson plans** support small-group and whole-class instruction.
Teach Vocabulary, Spelling, and Phonics Your Way

Teachers can choose from premade word lists or quickly create custom lists to connect word study to current topics of study, popular reading series, Raz-Plus/Reading A-Z leveled books, or Science A-Z units. They can then digitally assign differentiated lessons to students for independent practice, and generate printable five-day lesson plans to support classroom instruction.

Extend Learning Beyond the Classroom

With online and mobile access to assignments at home, students practice vocabulary, spelling, and phonics and check their understanding by completing game-based activities that dynamically incorporate assigned word lists and make learning fun.

Use Data to Inform Instruction

Digital activity and assignment reports provide valuable data to inform individual and class-wide instruction.

Help your students build vocabulary, spelling, and phonics skills and reading comprehension. Order Vocabulary A-Z today!